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Method

Introduction

12 ST1 trainees were assessed after 10 months of
ultrasound training. This consisted of simulator
training, small group tutorials, a weekly case based
meeting, and case based teaching sessions in addition
to clinical scanning sessions. These sessions were the
same for all trainees. 9 trainees had also completed
an intensive ultrasound block of 5 clinical sessions a
week for a month, in addition to 4 months of 1 or 2
sessions a week. 3 trainees had had 5 months of 1-2
sessions a week. Assessment scores were combined
to generate a mean value for each organ. A mean
score was also generated for the overall skills
including:

Ultrasound training is complex and the learning curve can be steep. Within the current clinical climate there is ever increasing
pressure on departments to optimise the efficiency of their ultrasound service. This can in turn put pressure on training. Lack of
training opportunities, particularly early in training may create potential for poor engagement with ultrasound and possibly
early skill fade1. It is increasingly important therefore that we deliver ultrasound training that is effective for trainees, and
helps them achieve competence as early in their training as possible, whilst minimising impact on service provision.

Training

Assessment tool

In our institution ST1 ultrasound training is multifaceted,
involving simulator training, small group tutorials and
small group clinical cases in addition to clinical
supervised scanning, which all run alongside other
modality learning. Two years ago we introduced a
dedicated intensive month long ultrasound block, which
all trainees rotated through during the first year of
training. This block consists of 5 US sessions a week,
compared with 1 or 2 during the rest of the year.

• Good communications skills
• Efficient navigation of the ultrasound machine
• Techniques to optimise image
This is a skillset difficult to quantify but that
demonstrates a degree of competence beyond the
basic identification of structures.

Assessment

A t test for was used to assess the differences
between those trainees who had undertaken an
intensive training block in ultrasound compared with
those who had conventional training only.

Trainees are assessed utilising a standardised
assessment template (fig 1) after 10 months of training
when most but not all trainees have rotated through the
block.
The assessment template scores each item as below:
1- does not attempt skill
2- attempts with limitations
3- demonstrates basic competence
4- familiar with and competent at skill

The null hypothesis was that an intensive ultrasound
block would have no impact on subsequent assessed
performance. This was considered disproved at a p
value of 0.05 or less.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Trainees who had
completed an intensive
block performed this
task with a greater skill
than those who had
not.
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Results
The difference between the groups does not reach statistical significance in the retroperitoneal or the spleen domains. The other
differences reach statistical significance and that significance is greatest within the pancreatic (p=0.006), renal tract (p= 0.012),
and overall competence (p=0.016) domains. The mean of the combined scores between groups is also statistically significant
(p=0.004).
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Isikoff’s view of the aorta and origins of the renal arteries- a
longitudinal transhepatic view with the patient in a left lateral
decubitus position. This was not well performed by either cohort.
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Conclusion
Trainees who had undergone an intensive training block within
the curriculum were assessed as having better overall
competence, higher average scores and specifically higher scores
in the more complex task of pancreatic assessment, when
assessed using a standardised assessment tool. This suggests
that there is therefore benefit to continuing this method of
training for our ST1 trainees.

Discussion
The results show that the dedicated ultrasound training block increases trainees’ assessment scores in multiple domains. This
could be accounted for by the increased volume of clinical scanning experience in those who had completed the intensive block.
Presuming a proportional relationship (not necessarily correct) between amount of training and score then we would expect
trainees who had had more training to score higher. Nonetheless confirmation that the intensive ultrasound block does improve
trainees’ scanning abilities is useful and indicates the need continue to include this in our institution’s training programme.
The biggest difference was seen in assessment of the pancreas. This is a more complex organ to scan, requiring skill, repositioning
and an awareness of particular positions/techniques.
A significant difference was not demonstrated within the retroperitoneal domain, assessment of which included Isikoff’s view of
the aorta and renal arteries (fig 3). This was originally included as a discriminator, but both groups performed equally poorly on this
skill with a mean score of 1.8 (raw data) indicating that many trainees did not even attempt to obtain this view. This globally poor
score could be interpreted as a implying that trainees are not adequately taught to do this, i.e a deficiency in the training
programme.
The higher overall competence scores may reflect the increased familiarity that trainees with more experience have acquired with
the mechanics of the ultrasound machines. However this domain particularly may be confounded by the different localities (and
therefore different machines) that they were scanning in and with immediately prior to assessment. Whilst all trainees scanned
during their intensive ultrasound block on the same machines that they were assessed on, some would have had their intensive
ultrasound block longer ago than others. In this case, some trainees would have been scanning on a weekly basis using other
machines prior to the assessment.
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